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Abstract 
A small number of studies have described verbal selection deficits in Parkinson’s disease (PD) when selection 
must occur among competing alternatives. However, these studies have largely focused on single-word 
processing, or have utilised sentence stems that carry high contextual constraint, thus reducing selection 
demands. The present study aimed to determine the influence of variable contextual constraint on the selection 
of a verbal response in PD. This was achieved using an adaption of the Hayling Sentence Completion Task 
whereby PD participants and matched controls were required to provide a single word to complete a cloze 
probability sentence stem that carried a low, medium, or high degree of contextual constraint. Results revealed 
no main effect of group in terms of response time or accuracy, though a group-by-condition interaction in 
accuracy was noted. This was characterised by a significant difference in accuracy between low and medium 
levels of constraint for control participants, but no significant difference for the PD group. Functional MRI data 
revealed marked between-group differences in underlying neural activity. The control group showed increased 
recruitment of the dorsal striatum and the vlPFC under conditions that placed greater demands upon selection 
(i.e. low and medium constraint), and greater activity overall in the left dlPFC and right vlPFC. However, in the 
PD group, behavioural performance appeared to be maintained despite underlying decreases in frontostriatal 
activity, suggesting other compensatory mechanisms that may include changes in functional connectivity or an 
over-medication effect in frontal networks in response to loss of signalling in cortico-subcortical pathways.  
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1. Introduction 

Individuals with Parkinson’s disease (PD) demonstrate impairment across a vast catalogue of language 

tasks (for reviews see Altmann & Troche 2011; Murray 2007; Smith & Caplan 2018), however the precise 

locus of these deficits has yet to be fully described. The characterising pathology of PD is the depletion of 

dopaminergic projections within the basal ganglia (Bartels and Leenders 2009; Kish et al.1988). Current 

understanding holds that while the basal ganglia do not appear to play a primary role in language functions, 

these nuclei may support linguistic processing via their participation in cognitive operations (Crosson et al. 

2007). Specifically, the basal ganglia appear to be integral to the dynamic process of cognitive control - the 

selective facilitation and inhibition of motor or cognitive actions (Frank, Loughry, & O’Reilly 2001; Mestres-

Missé, Turner, & Friederici 2012; Redgrave et al. 1999). In the context of spoken language production, 

cognitive control is thought to facilitate the production of an appropriate response (single word) in the face of 

increased competition from multiple alternatives – a process termed verbal selection.  

Notably, language disturbances in PD appear to manifest when the task at hand places increased 

demand upon verbal selection. For example, individuals with PD have demonstrated decreased performance on 

measures of ambiguity resolution (Copland et al. 2009; Ketteler et al. 2014), verbal fluency (for review see 

Henry and Crawford 2004), and verb generation (Boulenger et al. 2008; Colman et al. 2009; Cotelli et al. 2007; 

Peran et al. 2003; Rodríguez-Ferreiro et al. 2009) – all of which are tasks that inherently involve selection 

among multiple alternatives. In particular, verb generation is thought to necessitate the recruitment of additional 

executive resources, due to the increased number of competing alternatives associated with verbs relative to 

nouns (Matzig et al. 2009; Silveri et al. 2012).  

Crescentini et al. (2008) compared performance on verb and noun generation tasks in PD participants 

and healthy controls. The PD group demonstrated impaired verb production relative to controls as a function of 

both retrieval demands (stimulus-response association strength) and selection demands (number of 

alternatives). An effect of association was also detected in the PD group during noun generation, wherein 

participants responded less accurately when stimulus-response association was weak. The authors concluded 

that these findings supported a role for the basal ganglia in mediating the processes of semantic retrieval and 

selection among competing alternatives. Similarly, Silveri et al. (2018) utilised a series of morphological tasks 

in which participants with PD and healthy controls generated nouns, verbs or adjectives from various word 

classes,. This study confirmed that the deficits observed in PD are not specific to verbs, demonstrating that the 

number of competing alternatives and the number of alternatives with higher frequency than the target (thus 

potent competitors) are also critical modulators of performance.  

Further support for the hypothesis that a deficit in verbal selection underlies the language impairments 

observed in PD can be drawn from imaging literature. The basal ganglia share reciprocal connections with the 

prefrontal cortex (PFC) - the anatomical locus of cognitive control (Braver et al. 2009; Koechlin et al. 2003; 

Macdonald et al., 2000; Miller and Cohen 2001; Miller 2000; Norman and Shallice 1986; Ridderinkhof et al. 

2004). Importantly, it has been demonstrated that a number of these pathways, those arising from the striatal 

nuclei (caudate and putamen), terminate in those regions of the PFC thought to participate specifically in verbal 

selection: namely, the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC, encompassing Brodmann Areas [BA] 44, 45, 47; 

Di Martino et al. 2008; Ford et al. 2013; Leh et al. 2007; Ullman, 2006). In healthy controls, caudate activity 

has been identified in studies of word generation (Crosson et al. 2003) and ambiguity resolution (Ketteler et al. 

2008), both of which are tasks that inherently involve selection among multiple alternatives. The vlPFC has 

been consistently implicated in semantic retrieval and selection (Moss et al., 2005; Poldrack et al. 1999; 
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Thompson-Schill et al.1999; Thompson-Schill et al.1997; Wagner et al. 2001; for review see Nozari & 

Thompson-Schill 2016), and it is activated during verb generation tasks and other paradigms involving words 

with multiple possible alternatives (Nagel et al. 2008; Nelson et al. 2009; Persson et al. 2004). Furthermore, 

activation of the vlPFC increases when subjects are asked to name pictures with lower naming agreement, or 

generate items from larger categories (Kan and Thompson-Schill 2004; Tremblay and Gracco 2006) – 

conditions which increase selection demands. Badre et al. (2005) proposed a model of the vlPFC’s participation 

in semantic processes, wherein the anterior vlPFC (BA 45) meditates controlled semantic retrieval, and the mid 

vlPFC (BA47) mediates post-retrieval selection. The former allows for controlled retrieval of semantic 

knowledge when the cues made available by stimuli are insufficient to drive bottom-up activation. In contrast, 

the latter is a domain-general selection mechanism that allows a single response to be selected from among 

several task-relevant representations, each of which was activated in response to the stimulus. If compromised 

verbal selection processes do underlie the language impairments observed in PD it follows that behavioural 

differences should be accompanied by altered neural activity in the aforementioned frontostriatal networks. To 

date, such investigations have been limited in the PD literature. Di Tella et al. (2018) replicated and extended 

the findings of Silveri et al. (2018) by utilising structural MRI in a PD cohort in combination with noun 

derivation and verb generation. Their study demonstrated that in both tasks the number of competing 

alternatives and the number of alternatives with higher frequency than the target have an inhibitory effect on 

response time and accuracy, for both PD and control groups. However, participants with right-sided onset of 

PD symptoms (and hence left hemisphere neuronal loss) were less accurate in the derivation task (associated 

with a greater number of alternatives), and their accuracy and response time data was partially correlated with 

cortical thickness in the left pars triangularis (consistent with left vlPFC).  

Interestingly, most of the studies described above have only considered selection mechanisms in the 

context of single word processing. However, if the language impairments observed in PD reflect a deficit in 

controlled retrieval and selection as a result of disrupted frontostriatal signalling, it could be suggested that any 

condition that places sufficient demands upon these mechanisms will likewise be affected. In healthy controls, 

fronto-striatal activity has been detected in studies of verbal selection that utilise contextually loaded sentences 

in order to bias meaning selection. For example, Argyropoulos et al. (2013) reported strong activation of the 

caudate during overt sentence generation, in contrast with no activation during sentence repetition - interpreted 

as evidence of the caudate’s role in semantic selection processes. Similarly, in studies of word learning, the 

caudate has been observed to activate in association with the left vlPFC (BA 44 and 45) when new meaning 

must be derived from sentence context (Mestres-Missé et al. 2008).  

 Limited studies have explored verbal selection performance in PD beyond the level of single word 

processing. A small number of authors have administered The Hayling Sentence Completion Task (HSCT; 

Burgess and Shallice 1996) in this population (Bouquet et al. 2003; O'Callaghan et al. 2013a; O'Callaghan et al. 

2013b; Obeso et al. 2011). The HSCT involves presentation of sentence stems with the final word removed, 

and participants are asked to either provide a word that completes the sentence correctly (measuring verbal 

selection) or provide a word that is unrelated to the sentence (measuring verbal suppression). These studies 

have generally reported minimal differences in performance on Part A between PD and control groups. 

However, it is noted that the HSCT traditionally involves only sentence stems with a high level of contextual 

constraint, and therefore few competing alternatives and strong association between the stem and the likely 

response. It is assumed that sentences with low contextual constraint may carry both greater selection demands 

and controlled retrieval demands, and therefore require increased input from cognitive control facilities. The 
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capacity of individuals with PD to generate an appropriate response for a sentence with low contextual 

constraint is yet to be explored.  

Such a paradigm has been administered in healthy adults. Nathaniel-James and Frith (2002) designed a 

novel variation on the HSCT that manipulated contextual constraint. Sentence stems were classified as either 

high, medium, or low constraint, and effects were observed across both selection and suppression conditions, 

whilst participants underwent Positron Emission Tomography.  Activation of the left dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex (dlPFC) was observed during the suppression condition, however most intriguingly, this region was also 

recruited during the low constraint condition of the selection task.  Activation in the medial orbital frontal 

cortex, a region contained within the ventromedial PFC, was also observed during selection conditions. Based 

on these results, Nathaniel-James and Frith (2002) concluded that the dlPFC was involved in generating a set of 

possible responses from which an alternative can be selected. This description appears to overlap significantly 

with the aforementioned accounts of the vlPFC’s role, and indeed the putative roles of the dlPFC and vlPFC 

have been contended in the literature for some time without definitive resolution (Kerns et al. 2004; Nagel et al. 

2008; Wagner et al. 2001). Nathaniel-James and Frith (2002) did not report activation of subcortical nuclei, 

however their study only included six participants, and thus may not have possessed sufficient sensitivity to 

detect activity in these smaller anatomical regions.  

The present study sought to clarify the involvement of frontostriatal circuitry in verbal selection 

beyond the limitations of a single-word based generation task, and determine whether impaired verbal selection 

processes underlie the language deficits observed in PD. The task drew upon the design elements of Nathaniel-

James and Frith’s (2002) sentence completion study combined with fMRI in order to observe the influence of 

contextual constraint on verbal selection in PD and identify underlying substrates. Based on converging 

evidence from studies of word production in PD (see above), it was hypothesised that the PD group would 

experience greater difficulty selecting items when selection demands are high (i.e. cloze sentences with low 

contextual constraint) and this would correlate with decreased activity in frontostriatal networks encompassing 

the subcortex and vlPFC. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Participants 

Fourteen individuals with diagnosed idiopathic PD were recruited to participate in the study (9 

female). All participants in the PD group were required to meet the following inclusion criteria:  (1) confirmed 

diagnosis of idiopathic PD according to the Calne et al. (1992) criteria; (2) right-handed, confirmed with the 

Annett Hand Preference Questionnaire (Annett 1970); (3) English as a first language; (4) Hoehn and Yahr 

(1967/2001) rating of 1-3. Potential applicants were excluded if: (1) they reported a history of substance and/or 

alcohol abuse, head trauma, stereotaxic surgery and/or neurological disease other than PD; (2) they achieved a 

score on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA v7.1/7.2; Nasreddine et al. 2005) that was > 1 SD below 

the expected range for their age group and level of education (Rossetti et al. 2011); (3) they presented with 

moderate-severe dysarthria (in order to minimise variation in response transcription due to poor intelligibility of 

speech); or (4) they reported an uncorrected hearing or visual impairment that could affect the validity of task 

performance. Finally, the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Sheikh and Yesavage 1986) was administered to 

screen for untreated clinical depression. A score greater than 8 was considered indicative of major clinical 

depression and participants scoring in this range were excluded (Dissanayaka et al. 2011; Dissanayaka et al. 

2007). Total years of education (YOE) was calculated for each participant and included years spent in primary, 

secondary, bachelor, post-graduate, and diploma or certificate studies. Levodopa equivalent daily dosage 
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(LEDD) was calculated for each patient based on the procedures outlined by Tomlinson et al. (2010). One 

participant was not taking medicinal treatment at the time of testing. Demographic and neurological data for PD 

participants was collected via self-completed questionnaires and is presented in Table 1. 

>Insert Table 1 here< 

 Fifteen neurologically healthy individuals were recruited to serve as a control group (9 females, mean 

age = 67.7 [5.84], mean YOE = 15.5 [3.9]). Controls were required to: (1) be right-handed (Annett 1970); (2) 

have English as their first language; (3) have no self-reported history of alcohol and/or substance abuse; (4) 

have no significant neurological disease or history of trauma /surgery; and (5) have normal or corrected-to-

normal vision and hearing. Controls were excluded if they achieved a score on the MoCA (v7.1/7.2; 

Nasreddine et al. 2005) that was > 1 SD below the expected range for their age group (Rossetti et al. 2011). The 

mean total MoCA score for the control group was 26.5 [1.8].  

Participants in both groups completed a battery of neurocognitive and linguistic assessments, 

comprising the Boston Naming Test 2nd Edition (BNT; Kaplan et al. 2001), selected subtests of the Test of 

Everyday Attention (TEA; Robertson et al.1994) including Elevator Counting and Elevator Counting with 

Distraction, the National Adult Reading Test (NART; Nelson and Willison, 1991), digits forwards and 

backwards, and verbal fluency (phonemic, semantic, and cued). The study was approved by the Human 

Research Ethics Committee of the University of Queensland and was therefore in accordance with the ethical 

standards laid down in the 2007 NHMRC National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research. 

Participants provided informed written consent and were financially compensated for their participation in the 

study. 

2.2 Experimental Design and Stimuli 

The study employed a variation on the HSCT (Burgess and Shallice 1996), similar to that described by 

Nathaniel-James and Frith (2002), and required participants to provide a single word that correctly completed a 

given sentence stem. The cloze-probability of the sentence stem was systematically manipulated, in order to 

allow for observation of verbal response selection as a function of contextual constraint. Sentence stems (120 in 

total), 6-8 words in length (M = 7.2 [0.8]) were selected from a database of 400 sentence completion norms 

(Block and Baldwin 2010). This database comprises 400 high cloze probability sentences that expand upon the 

norms compiled by Bloom and Fischler (1980) and were standardised against an undergraduate student 

population. N-Watch software (Davis 2005) was employed to determine the CELEX spoken word frequency of 

the most probable response for each sentence stem.  

Three conditions were constructed based on the level of contextual constraint associated with 

sentences. Constraint is here defined as the cloze probability of a particular word being provided to complete a 

sentence stem. This was calculated based on the frequency with which responses were given in a sampled 

cohort and may be viewed as relating to the number of competing alternatives that could plausibly complete the 

sentence accurately (Block and Baldwin 2010). A sentence stem that activates a limited number of possible 

responses would be described as possessing a high level of constraint (e.g., He loosened the tie around 

his…“neck”).  In contrast, a sentence stem that could be completed by a large number of words would be 

considered to generate low level constraint (e.g., The boy asked his teacher for extra… “credit” or “help” or 

“work” or “marks”). Each condition consisted of 30 sentence stems with either (a) high close probability (0.83 

or above); (b) medium constraint (0.56 - 0.76); or (c) low constraint (0.5 or less). A baseline condition (read) 

was also employed in order to control for neural activation related to orthographic and syntactic processing, and 

motor execution. In this condition, the final word of the sentence was provided, and participants were required 
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to read this single word aloud. The cloze probabilities of stimuli in the baseline condition were all of a medium 

constraint level (0.56 - 0.76). A one-way Welch’s ANOVA confirmed that cloze probability was significantly 

different between conditions, Welch’s F(3, 62.404) =334.88, p < .001. Post-Hoc Games-Howell tests further 

demonstrated that a significant difference in cloze probability was present between all pairwise comparisons 

(p<0.001) with the exception of read vs. medium, which did not differ significantly (p=0.999). This was as 

expected given that both of these conditions contained sentence stems with a cloze probability that fell within 

the range defined as medium. Each condition contained 30 trials, which did not significantly differ with respect 

to sentence stem length (p = .357), or spoken word frequency of the most probable response (p = .808).   

The experiment was completed across two runs, each containing 60 trials, with a short break in 

between. Six pseudorandomisations were created in order to control for trial order effects across these blocks. 

Baseline read trials were presented in blocks of five, followed by five consecutive complete trials in an A – B – 

A –B design. Condition (low, medium, high) was varied within the complete blocks. 

2.3 Procedure 

In order to ensure adequate understating of the task requirements, ten practice trials (five read and five 

complete) were administered prior to testing. Corrective feedback was given as required during practice trials 

only, in line with the instructions provided in the original HSCT manual (see Burgess and Shallice 1996).  

Behavioural testing was conducted in-scanner. The experiment was created using Cogent 2000 

software (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience 2013) operating via a Matlab R2011b platform 

(MathWorks 2011) with a screen resolution of 1024 x 768, Arial font in size 50. This display was projected 

onto a large screen visible to the participants via a mirror positioned on the roof of the scanner. Participants 

were equipped with an MRI-safe microphone to capture overt verbal responses.  

Each trial began with a fixation cross which appeared for 250 ms. Sentence stems were then presented 

visually, one word at a time (500 ms between each word). Once presented, each word remained on screen, such 

that the sentence stem became visible in its entirety. The final word of the sentence was replaced with a blank 

line “_____”, and a written instruction simultaneously appeared below that informed participants of the nature 

of the required response (i.e. “read” or “complete”). The entire sentence stems and instruction remained on 

screen for 5000 ms before automatically progressing to the next trial. During this time, participants were 

required to overtly provide a single word that completed the preceding sentence stem as accurately as possible 

(complete condition), or read the final word of the sentence (read baseline condition). Verbal responses were 

only recorded if they were produced during this 5000 ms temporal window.  

2.4 Image Acquisition 

Images were acquired across two runs using a Siemens Trio (3T; Siemens AG, Germany) with a 

gradient echo EPI sequence (echo time [TE] = 36 ms, repetition time [TR] = 2500 ms, field of view [FOV] = 

210 x 210 mm, flip angle 80°, in-plane resolution of 3.6 x 3.6 mm, and 36 slices x 3 mm, with a 0.6 mm gap). 

During each run, 232 image volumes were acquired. Three-dimensional T1-weighteed images were also 

acquired using a magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo sequence (TE = 2.99 ms, TR = 

2200 ms, TI = 900 ms, FOV = 256 x 256 x 192 mm, 192 phase encodings in the slice direction, isotropic voxel 

size of 1 mm3). A FLAIR sequence was included in the same session in order to remove signal from 

cerebrospinal fluid from resulting images (FLAIR TE/TR 93/7000 ms, TI [inversion time] = 2500 ms, 

resolution = 0.86 x 0.86 x 4mm, FOV = 220 mm).  
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2.5 Imaging Data Processing 

 Raw imaging data was processed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM v12; Wellcome 

Trust Centre for Neuroimaging 2014) operating via a Matlab R2013b platform (MathWorks 2013). Pre-

processing included realignment and unwarping of the fMRI time series and slice-time correct. Functional 

images were then co-registered to a within-session, high resolution T1 structural image. A motion-

fingerprinting tool was used to automatically assess and correct for the effects of motion within the fMRI time 

series. Motion-finger printing (Wilke 2012) pulls out the maximal motion of total displacement from scan to 

scan, and detects motion in the brain, whilst incorporating changes resulting from motion by B0 interaction.  

This generates multiple motion fingerprint time-courses that can be included as regressors of no interest.  

Regressors are unique to individual participants and include the three most independent representations of 

motion. Following this procedure, a DARTEL template of high-resolution images was created, then 

normalisation applied to coregistered EPI images (Ashburner 2007). T1 images were segmented into grey 

matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid using a tissue classification method. Resulting images were 

smoothed using an 8mm, full-width, half maximum Gaussian kernel.  

An exploratory whole brain analysis was conducted with findings masked to the grey matter. At the 

group level, a GLM ANOVA was constructed to model conditions (low, medium, high, read) by group (PD and 

control). Independent t-tests were also developed to observe group differences in activation between Low and 

High conditions, and between a general complete condition (collapsed across low, medium, and high) and the 

read condition. Anatomical labels for significant clusters were retrieved using the Neuromorphometrics 

software in SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging 2014). 

Mean % blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal change was examined in regions of interest 

(ROI) that were developed a priori based on the hypotheses outlined above and included seed regions within 

frontostriatal circuits known to participate in cognitive control functions (Dirnberger and Jahashini 2013; Lewis 

et al.2003; Owen 2004; Middleton and Strick 2000). ROIs were developed using the Marsbar ROI toolbox 

(Brett et al. 2002) in SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging 2014). The WFU Pickatalas toolbox 

(Maldjian et al.2003) was used to derive anatomical ROIs. These included the left and right vlPFC (built by 

combining BA 45 and BA 47 as per Nagel et al.’s [2008] findings), and the left dorsal striatum (caudate and 

putamen nuclei). The left dlPFC was also included as an ROI (-38 30 32) due to its participation in 

frontostriatal circuitry and implication in previous administrations of the HSCT (Nathaniel-James and Frith 

2002). 

2.6 Scoring of Behavioural Data 

Audio files were digitally filtered in order to reduce interference from scanner noise using Audacity 

(v2.1.2) software. Response times were manually extracted and measured with millisecond accuracy from the 

onset of the written instruction indicating required response (e.g. “complete”, “read”) to the onset of the 

participant’s response so as to avoid contamination from non-verbal artifacts (e.g., coughing or throat clearing). 

Two independent markers scored each participant’s responses based on predetermined criteria. A correct 

response was required to consist of a single word (though responses containing two lexical units representing a 

single semantic concept were accepted e.g., washing machine, swimming pool) that completed the sentence in a 

way that was conceptually and grammatically correct. Responses containing excessive interjections, false starts, 

self-corrections, or multiple words were scored as incorrect. Cohen’s kappa was run to determine the level of 

inter-rater agreement, and this was found to be acceptable, κ = .819 (95% CI 0.803, 0.835), p < .001. 
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3. Results 

Initial exploration of ROI data (see Section 3.2.1) revealed three participants (2 PD, 1 control) who 

were significant outliers in the included ROIs. Outliers were identified based on interquartile range (IQR). 

Specifically, a data point (representing the mean percentage BOLD signal change) was considered to be an 

outlier if its value met one of the following conditions: < 25th percentile – 1.5*ICR, or > 75th percentile + 

1.5*IQR. These three participants were excluded from all subsequent analyses. The final results of the study 

therefore include 12 PD participants and 14 control participants. There was no significant difference between 

groups included in this analysis in terms of gender (x2 = 1.0), age (p = .051), or YOE (p = .326). 

Analysis of behavioural data was undertaken using SPSS software (Version 22). Of the total trials 

administered, 3.1% in the PD group and 2.8% in the control group were recorded as non-responses (no 

response given) and subsequently discarded from statistical analysis. 

3.1 Behavioural Results 

3.1.1 Neurocognitive battery. 

A series of independent t-tests were conducted in order to identify group differences in the mean 

performance of each measure in the neurocognitive battery. Results are presented in Table 2. No significant 

differences in performance were detected between groups for any measure. Note that participants excluded due 

to outlying ROI data were also excluded from analysis of neurocognitive battery data. In some cases, 

participants were unable to complete selected assessment items due to fatigue, reducing the sample size 

reported in Table 2.  

>Insert Table 2 here< 

3.1.2 Response time. 

 Analysis of response time data only considered those responses that were scored as correct. Further, 

responses were required to be provided within a temporal window of 250 ms to 2500 ms in order to be 

included. Any responses provided outside this threshold were discarded, resulting in the loss of 5.97% of trials 

in the PD group, and 4.43% in the control group. The between-group difference in number of trials discarded 

was not significant (p = 0.069).  

 Initial exploration of the distribution of response time data indicated a departure from normality. A 

log10 transformation was performed and the resulting distribution satisfied requirements for parametric 

analysis. These transformed data were submitted to a random intercept Linear Mixed Model (LMM) analysis 

with the two groups (PD, control) and the four conditions (high constraint, medium constraint, low constraint, 

read) included as fixed effects and participant included as a random effect. Results are presented in Figure 1 in 

their untransformed state (ms) for ease of interpretation. The analysis revealed a significant effect of condition 

(F [3, 2575] = 73.2, p < .001) but no effect of group (F [1, 25.97] = 0.25, p = 0.618) or group by condition 

interaction (F [3, 2575] = 2.12, p = 0.095). Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons collapsed across group 

revealed significant differences between all conditions (p<.01), with the exception of the low versus medium 

comparison (p = 1.0). Response time increased in a step-wise progression from the high constraint condition, to 

the read baseline, and to low and medium constraint conditions (slowest response time).  

>Insert Fig.1< 
Fig.1 Mean response time (ms) as a function of degree of contextual constraint (high, medium, low). The read condition 
served as a baseline. Error bars represent mean standard error. A main effect of condition was detected, characterised by 
significant differences between all conditions (p < .05), with the exception of the low vs. medium constraint comparison, 
which did not reach significance. 
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3.1.3 Accuracy. 

Accuracy data for each participant was extracted in the form of the total percentage correct so that it 

could be analysed as continuous data. Distribution of this data was found to satisfy normality requirements for 

parametric analysis. A random intercept LMM was conducted with the two groups (PD and control) and four 

conditions (high constraint, medium constraint, low constraint, and read) modelled as fixed effects and 

participant modeled as a random effect. These results are presented in Figure 2. The analysis indicated a 

significant main effect of condition (F [3, 78] = 91.47, p < .001) that was characterised by a significant 

difference between all pairwise comparisons of condition, when collapsed for group (with Bonferroni 

adjustment for multiple comparisons). In addition, the LMM also revealed a significant group by condition 

interaction (F [3, 78] = 3.17, p = .029). Paired sample t-tests conducted independently within each group 

revealed the nature of this interaction. The PD group showed no significant difference between low and 

medium constraints (p = 0.073), whereas the control group showed significant differences between all 

conditions. There was no main effect of group (F [1, 26] = 0.107, p = 0.746).  

>Insert Fig.2< 
Fig.2 Mean accuracy (percentage correct responses) as a function of degree of contextual constraint (high, medium, low). 
The read condition served as a baseline. Errors bars represent standard error of the mean. In the control group, significant 
differences were present across all pairwise comparisons of condition (p < .05). This was also the case in the PD group, 
with the exception of low vs. medium constraint, which did not reach significance. No main effect of group was detected.  

 

3.2 Imaging Results 

3.2.1 Region of interest analysis.  

Mean percentage signal change for the read condition in each ROI was subtracted from each 

experimental condition (e.g., low minus read), thus controlling for the common processes of sentence 

comprehension and speech production. These subtraction figures were submitted to independent repeated 

measures ANOVAs. Independent t-tests were also conducted in order to determine whether read baseline 

activation was equivalent across groups for each ROI. These tests revealed no significant differences in 

baseline activation between groups for the left vlPFC and left striatum. Baseline activation was found to be 

significantly different between groups in the left dlPFC (t [24] = 2.53, p = .018) and right vlPFC (t [24] = 2.45, 

p = .022). Further analysis of ROI data obtained from these regions was therefore not undertaken. 

 A main effect of condition was detected in the left striatum (F [2, 48] = 8.36, p = .001). Paired sample 

t-tests in the control group revealed significant differences between the medium vs. high conditions (p = .004), 

and low vs. high condition (p = .005). In contrast, the PD group did not modulate recruitment of this region as a 

function of condition, with no significant differences recorded for any pairwise comparison (p > .1 for all). 

These results are plotted in Figure 3. 

>Insert Fig3. (a&b) here (colour)< 
Fig.3 Region of interest analysis for the left striatum. Bar graph indicates relative mean percentage change in BOLD signal 
in left striatum as a function of degree of contextual constraint (high, medium, low). Brackets indicate significant within-
group differences in activation (p < .05). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Figure displays render of a priori 
defined anatomical ROI for left dorsal striatum (caudate and putamen). 

 

 A main effect of condition was detected in the left vlPFC (F [2, 48] = 8.79, p = .001). Paired sample t-

tests revealed that this effect of condition was characterised in the control group by significant differences 

between medium vs. high conditions (p = .006, respectively) and low vs. high conditions (p = .001). However, 

the PD group only recorded a significant change in activation in the medium vs. high comparison (p = .028). 

These results are plotted in Figure 4. 
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>Insert Fig4. (a&b) here (colour)< 
Fig.4 Region of interest analysis for the left vlPFC. Bar graph indicates relative mean percentage change in BOLD signal in 
left vlPFC as a function of degree of contextual constraint (high, medium, low). Brackets indicate significant within-group 
differences in activation (p < .05). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Figure displays render of a priori defined 
anatomical ROI for left vlPFC. 

 

3.2.2 Whole brain analysis. 

Results are reported for a height threshold of p < .001 uncorrected and clusters corrected at the voxel 

level for FWE (p < .05). No main effect of condition or group-by-condition interaction was detected. A main 

effect of group was detected in the following regions: right triangular portion of the IFG (BA 45, equivalent to 

right vlPFC), left caudate, left dlPFC, left angular gyrus, right medial superior frontal gyrus (SFG), right 

posterior cingulate gyrus (PCgC) and the right superior marginal gyrus (SMG). This effect was characterised by 

significantly increased activity in these regions in the control group relative to the PD group when collapsed 

across condition. An independent t-test revealed that the control group recorded increased recruitment of the 

right central operculum relative to the PD group, when all experimental conditions were collapsed into one 

condition called complete and compared to the baseline read condition (p<0.001). Independent t-tests revealed 

no significant differences between groups when comparing high and low constraint conditions (p>0.05). These 

results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 5. 

 

>Insert Table 3 here < 

>Insert Fig5. here (colour) < 

 
Fig.5   Whole-brain analysis - main effect of group (Control > PD). Significant activations are overlayed on a rendered 

template brain surface in MNI space. Activations are shown at a height threshold of p < .001 uncorrected with clusters 

corrected at the voxel level for FWE (p < .05).  

 

 

4. Discussion 

 The present study aimed to determine the influence of contextual constraint on verbal selection and 

identify its underlying neural substrates in a PD cohort. A sentence completion task was employed that 

manipulated the contextual constraint of the sentence stem across three conditions (low, medium, and high 

constraint). The primary finding of the study was largely commensurate behavioural performance in the PD and 

control groups in terms of response time and accuracy (with the exception of no significant difference between 

low and medium constraint accuracy in the PD group), accompanied by significant group differences in 

underlying neural activity. Such differences were characterised by increased overall activity across a distributed 

network of frontal and subcortical regions in the control group relative to the PD group. Several key regions 

were identified in line with the aforementioned hypotheses, including the left caudate and bilateral vlPFC. The 

control group relied heavily upon recruitment of these regions during the low and medium constraint conditions 

relative to the high constraint condition, while the PD group demonstrated minimal modulation of activity as a 

function of condition.  

Relative to controls, the PD group demonstrated significantly decreased overall activity in a number of 

regions across the frontal cortex and subcortex, including the right vlPFC, left dlPFC, and the caudate nucleus. 

Numerous imaging studies of PD have demonstrated that decreased signalling in these networks accompanies 

impairments in cognitive and linguistic function (Dirnberger and Jahashini 2013; Grossman et al. 2003; 
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Hanganu et al. 2015; Ketteler et al. 2008; Lewis et al. 2003; Owen 2004; Zgaljardic et al. 2006). In the present 

study it was therefore hypothesised that decreased activation would be observed within these regions in the PD 

group. However, unexpectedly, although this difference in neural activity was indeed observed it was not 

accompanied by impaired behavioural performance. Rather, the PD group was able to maintain their 

behavioural output at a level commensurate with the control group, despite this significant decrease in 

frontostriatal activity. 

Possible explanations for the discrepancy between the findings of the present study and pre-existing 

evidence will be discussed further below. The results for the healthy control group will be considered first, 

providing the contextual framework necessary to support subsequent inferences regarding the performance of 

the PD group.   

4.1 Involvement of the Lateral Prefrontal Cortex  

ROI analysis revealed increased activation of the left vlPFC during conditions with increased selection 

demands (i.e. low contextual constraint). A recent meta-analysis conducted by Noonan et al. (2013) examined 

neuroimaging data from 53 studies of semantic control in healthy adults and semantically-impaired stroke 

patients, as a means of confirming the neural substrates of this process. The analysis identified a bilateral 

network extending beyond the left and right lateral PFC (dorsal and ventral), to include the left posterior MTG, 

angular gyrus, and ACC. In particular, the left PFC and angular gyrus were significantly activated as a function 

of semantic control across a variety of tasks (e.g., categorization, comparison, and ambiguity processing), 

irrespective of expressive versus receptive processes. In contrast, though the present study identified increased 

activity in both the right vlPFC (triangular portion of IFG or BA 45) and left vlPFC (BA 45/47) during 

conditions of low and medium constraint, whole brain analysis did not reveal evidence of activation in the 

MTG.  

Given Badre et al.’s (2005) distinction between controlled retrieval and post-retrieval demands in the 

vlPFC, this lack of MTG activation may be inferred as indirect evidence of limited controlled retrieval demands 

in this task. Instead, the observed vlPFC activation may be more representative of post-retrieval selection 

demands, which may not necessitate the recruitment of the MTG. This may be conceivable considering the 

design of the task. Low and medium constraint sentences can be completed by a large number of alternatives 

presumed to be activated by the contextual information. For example, the low constraint sentence stem “The 

two opposing families had an ongoing ____” may be reasonably completed by a number of words including 

“feud”, “argument”, “disagreement”, etc. The semantic similarity of these linguistic units suggests that 

sufficient information is provided by the sentence to drive bottom-up activation of relevant concepts. However, 

a large number of equally appropriate words are activated. In this way, it could be surmised that post-retrieval 

selection mechanisms are of greater importance when completing this task than controlled retrieval 

mechanisms.  

Irrespective of the specific mechanisms, the present study does provide evidence to substantiate prior 

claims of a role for the vlPFC in the controlled selection of contextually appropriate words. Interestingly, the 

Nathaniel-James and Frith (2002) study upon which the present study is based did not find evidence of vlPFC 

activity during the completion component of their task. However a number of factors may account for this 

discrepancy, as the study only assessed six healthy males (aged 32 to 63), and did not include a baseline 

measure. These limitations may have masked any effects in the vlPFC from reaching significance.  

Nathaniel-James and Frith (2002) did identify significant dlPFC activity across all levels of constraint 

during the suppression condition (generation of an unrelated word) as well as during the low constraint 
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condition of the completion task, and attributed this to ‘sculpting of the response space’. As described 

previously, this refers to the process of generating a set of possible responses (when no single response is 

prepotently appropriate) and appears to overlap somewhat with the concept of selection among competing 

alternatives.  In the present study, a significant difference between groups in activation of the left dlPFC was 

also identified at the whole brain level, characterised by increased recruitment in the control group relative to 

the PD group. However, this effect could not be examined further with ROI analysis due to group differences in 

the baseline condition. Activation of the dlPFC during a selection task does appear to raise the question of 

whether these regions have unique, overlapping, or shared roles. 

Kerns et al. (2004) had previously noted this contention surrounding the differential roles of the dlPFC 

and vlPFC, and suggested that both may contribute to a similar goal via complementary mechanisms. They 

framed their investigation in the context of guided activation theory (Miller and Cohen 2001); a widely 

endorsed model of how the PFC performs its role as the instigator of cognitive control. It proposes that the PFC 

exerts top-down influence over more posterior regions of the cortex responsible for task execution in order to 

bias task-relevant responses. Such guidance is particularly necessary when a task introduces the need for novel 

responses, selection among competing alternatives, or selection of a task-relevant response in the face of a 

strongly prepotent but task-irrelevant response. Previous applications of the model in language-processing 

paradigms have suggested that the PFC represents and maintains the contextual information conveyed by a 

syntactic structure and uses this information to bias the selection of a context-appropriate response in posterior 

language regions (Cohen et al. 1999; Cohen and Servan-Schreiber 1992).  In this way, selection of the most 

appropriate response can occur. The model therefore posits that context maintenance and selection of a 

response are the same mechanism. 

Kerns et al. (2004) interpret this notion as suggesting that maintenance and selection would be 

subserved by the same region of the PFC, and tested this assumption with a missing letter paradigm. In this 

task, participants were asked to fill in the blank in order to create a complete word, and this took place 

following presentation of sentences designed to provide contextual priming for the probing words. Whole brain 

analysis found that activity in both the dlPFC and the vlPFC during encoding and maintenance phases was 

associated with the provision of context-appropriate verbal response. Such a relationship was not observed 

elsewhere. Furthermore, these same regions demonstrated increased activation during the provision of a verbal 

response that was context-inappropriate. Kerns et al. (2004) interpreted their findings as evidence for guided 

activation theory. They inferred that both the dlPFC and vlPFC were involved in representing and maintaining 

contextual information derived from sentence processing in order to bias the selection of an appropriate 

response. When this process failed, the selective activation of the appropriate response did not occur, and as a 

result participants were required to generate a response presumably from multiple competing alternatives. At 

this point a selection mechanism (likened to the post-retrieval selection mechanisms of Badre et al. [2005]) was 

required to choose one response from among these alternatives. Kerns et al. (2004) suggested that this 

accounted for the increased activity observed in the dlPFC and vlPFC during the response phase and conclude 

that maintenance of context and selection of a response during language processing are subserved by a unitary 

mechanism, presumably involving both dlPFC and vlPFC. This account does not functionally segregate these 

two regions (BA 9/46 and BA45). The present study appears to provide support for the conclusions of Kern et 

al. (2004), as activity in both the vlPFC and dlPFC was detected.  

Importantly, it is noted that the present study identified prefrontal activity in both left and right 

hemispheres. Noonan et al. (2013) similarly identified a bilateral network hypothesised to subserve semantic 
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control. This is a departure from earlier findings that have largely implicated left hemisphere structures (Badre 

et al. 2005; Nagel et al. 2008; Snyder et al. 2011; Souza et al. 2009) however it is possible that the bilateral 

activity noted in our cohort and Noonan et al.’s cohort relate to the older age of these participants relative to 

previously studied cohorts and reflect typical age-related hemispheric compensation (Berlingeri et al. 2013; 

Cabeza et al. 2008). Indeed, this phenomenon has been specifically reported in studies of age-related changes in 

semantic processes (Diaz et al. 2014; Wierenga et al. 2008).  

4.2 Involvement of the Striatum in Verbal Selection 

In the present study, whole brain analysis also identified significantly increased activation in the left 

caudate for the control group, relative to the PD group. ROI analysis of the left striatum further revealed that 

this effect was characterised by increased recruitment during low and medium constraint conditions, and a 

decrease during the high constraint condition. This pattern of recruitment suggests that striatal participation in 

verbal selection is necessitated when either selection and/or controlled retrieval demands are increased. As 

hypothesised, this pattern of engagement mirrors that observed bilaterally in the lateral PFC, suggesting the 

existence of a frontostriatal network recruited to mediate processing when selection demands are increased. 

This is in line with previous studies that have identified activity in the caudate during the execution of tasks 

with a verbal selection component (Argyropoulos et al. 2013; Crosson et al. 2003; Ketteler et al. 2008; Mestres-

Missé et al. 2008). 

Taken together with the parallel activation in the lateral prefrontal cortex, this finding corroborates and 

extends the proposals of Chatham et al. (2014), who noted that cognitive control requires achieving a balance 

between the need to flexibly update goals and the need to maintain them over time. Consistent with guided 

activation theory (Miller and Cohen 2001), they suggest that in order to maintain task-relevant representations 

in the PFC, selective updating of these representations must occur in response to dynamic changes in the 

contextual environment. This, they claim, must be supported by two distinct mechanisms. The PFC is 

responsible for the maintenance of contextual information in working memory, while the basal ganglia provides 

an input gating mechanism, reliant upon dopamine-driven frontostriatal networks, that exercises selective 

control over the updating of this information, in line with internal goals. This maintained information is then 

available to exert top-down control over activity in more posterior regions of the cortex, in order to bias task-

relevant responding. Furthermore, Chatham et al. (2014) also propose an output gating system that acts to allow 

only selected representations to exert this top-down bias. This output mechanism is likewise thought to be 

controlled by structures within the basal ganglia which amplify selected representations received from the PFC 

via frontostriatal pathways.  

 This model may be extrapolated and applied to the results of the present study. Previous accounts have 

suggested that reciprocal connections exist between the head of the caudate and the vlPFC (di Martino et al. 

2008; Leh et al. 2007). Ford et al. (2103) utilised a novel diffusion-weighted imaging fibre tracking method to 

identify a connection between the anterior aspect of the putamen and the vlPFC  (Ford et al. 2013). In the 

present study, striatal nuclei appear to be co-activated under conditions of increased selection demand, 

suggesting the presence of a distributed network. It may be hypothesised that the lateral PFC structures were 

responsible for maintaining the contextual representations during sentence stem processing, and the caudate 

selectively updated these representations as contextual information dynamically altered with the addition of 

each word in the string. Output gating co-ordinated by the caudate then amplified specific representations in 

order to bias selection from among the multiple competing alternatives activated by the maintained contextual 

information. These selected representations in the PFC were then able to exert top-down influence over 
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posterior language regions, allowing for production of a single, relevant response. Such a coordinated network 

is similar to a proposal by Canini et al. (2016), who investigated the neural networks associated with semantic 

control through the administration of a cumulative semantic interference task in healthy adults. These authors 

that both the left IFG (commensurate with the vlPFC) and left caudate were recruited as semantic competition 

increased, and suggested that the left IFG may be primarily responsible for responding to increased demands 

during selection and retrieval, while the left caudate serves an overarching role in guiding the left IFG during 

this process.   

 Returning to our findings in the PD cohort, despite the differences in activation detected between the 

groups in frontostriatal networks thought to be critical to verbal selection processes, the present study did not 

identify any difference in behavioural performance between groups. The question of how the PD group were 

able to maintain response times and accuracy commensurate with controls, in the face of significantly 

decreased recruitment in these networks, must therefore be addressed. Given that whole brain and ROI analysis 

did not identify possible compensatory activity, any hypotheses here can only be speculative in nature. One 

explanation may be that compensatory mechanisms were at play in regions where there was not sufficient 

power to detect significant activity in the whole brain analysis, or that were not included in our set of pre-

determined ROIs. Previous studies have described equivalent behavioural performance in PD participants in the 

face of altered neural recruitment during cognitively-loaded tasks including set-shifting (Gerrits et al. 2015; 

Poston et al. 2016) or semantic event sequencing (Tinaz et al. 2008). However, unlike the present study, the 

compensatory activity observed in these cohorts has been largely characterised by the presence of hyperactivity 

in task relevant areas, or their right hemispheres analogues.  

Alternatively, behavioural performance in this group may have been maintained via increased 

functional connectivity between task-relevant regions. Though the present study was unable to address this 

possibility, emerging evidence of this phenomenon has been identified in the realm of cognition. In their 2017 

review, Hilary and Grafman described accumulated evidence of a compensatory hyperconnectivity response 

following neural injury, including numerous accounts in individuals with early stage Parkinson’s disease.  More 

specifically, Gorges et al. (2015) demonstrated hyperconnectivity in cortical, limbic, and basal-thalamic areas 

in individuals with PD who were cognitively intact relative to healthy controls. Further, individuals with PD 

who were cognitively impaired were observed to have decreased connectivity between these regions relative to 

controls in these regions. Gorges et al. suggest that this increase in connectivity in the cognitively intact PD 

cohort may represent a compensatory mechanism. In addition, Yang et al. (2016) demonstrated that levodopa 

medication can alter resting-state functional connectivity in the striatum, with differential effects upon dorsal 

and ventral pathways. Given that the participants recruited for the present study were considered to be in a 

mild-moderate stage of the disease and were medicated at the time of testing, this may also have played some 

role in bolstering behavioural performance.  

 Another alternative explanation may also be drawn from consideration of medication effects in this 

cohort. A number of authors have suggested that dopamine has a modulatory effect upon activation in semantic 

networks. In their placebo-controlled study of semantic priming in healthy adults, Kischka et al. (1996) 

concluded that dopamine exerted a “focusing effect” over the automatic spread of lexical activation through 

semantic networks, limiting this activation to only those concepts closely related to the target word. Subsequent 

studies have furthered this notion with several finding evidence of decreased indirect priming (reduced 

activation of distantly related concepts) and decreased activation of weaker representations when participants 

had ingested levodopa versus a placebo (Copland et al. 2003; Roesch-Ely et al. 2006). However, alternative 
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findings suggest that dopamine may act to modulate the speed with which the spread and decay of semantic 

activation occurs (Angwin et al. 2004). Specifically, Angwin et al. suggest that increased levels of dopamine 

will result in the absence of direct or indirect priming at long SOAs (i.e. when controlled processing is 

invoked). Subsequent investigations in a PD population described a relationship between the increasing 

magnitude of the semantic processing impairment, and the degree of dopaminergic depletion (Angwin et al. 

2009).  

It is well established that the depletion of dopaminergic projections progresses through the striatum in 

a dorsal-to-ventral pattern (Kish et al. 1988). Cools (2006) has further demonstrated that those structures that 

receive output from the dorsal striatum are therefore affected earlier in the course of the disease, relative to 

those that receive output from the ventral striatum. The pre-SMA and premotor cortex are therefore the earliest 

affected, and this can account for the earlier onset of motor symptoms relative to manifestation of cognitive 

impairment. Prefrontal regions, including the vlPFC and dlPFC, are affected later in the course of the disease. 

As a result, levodopa medication can induce a hyperdopaminergic state in these as yet unaffected areas in the 

early stages of the disease.  

With respect to the present study, decreased activation of critical selection substrates may have been 

observed in the medicated PD group because activation of possible responses during sentence processing 

resulted in limited spreading activation or faster decay of activated concepts. As a result, fewer competing 

alternatives were available for selection to this group, reducing the need for frontostriatal mechanisms of 

controlled retrieval and selection. This tentative suggestion may offer some support in the results of the whole 

brain analysis, which detected significant group differences in the pars triangularis. According to Badre et al.’s 

(2005) model, this is the region of the vlPFC associated with post-retrieval selection (choosing among multiple 

competing alternatives). The fact that activation in this region was reduced in PD participants relevant to 

controls may therefore further demonstrate that the PD group did not require engagement of post-retrieval 

selection mechanisms to the same degree, as a result of more focused activation within the semantic network. 

In addition to greater sample sizes, future investigations in this field should strive to include on and off 

medication testing of PD participants, in order to observe the differential effects of dopaminergic medication 

upon controlled semantic retrieval and selection mechanisms and resulting influence on underlying neural 

recruitment.   

An interesting effect that can be noted is the absence of significant differences in the activation of the 

vlPFC in low vs. medium conditions for the PD group, in turn with no difference in accuracy between these 

conditions. Given that the control group did show reduced accuracy between these conditions, and that 

statistical analysis confirmed a significant difference in the degree of contextual constraint carried by stimuli in 

these conditions, this insensitivity to increasing selection demands is presently unclear and would require 

further exploration in a larger sample size. Of note, Di Tella et al. (2018) observed a lack of sensitivity to the 

number of higher frequency competitors in a PD cohort, however these individuals were defined as having left-

sided onset of symptoms, and thus (presumably) right hemisphere neuronal loss. The comparator cohort with 

right-sided onset did show variation in accuracy as a function of the number of high frequency competitors. In 

the present study we were unable to verify side of onset, and thus cannot speak to the possibility of a similar 

phenomenon, however this should be considered in future investigations.  

With respect to the work of Di Tell et al. (2018), a limitation of the present study may be that we did 

not account for the frequency of competitors, only the frequency of the target response. As Di Tella et al. 

demonstrated, this psycholinguistic variable can have an inhibitory effect upon response time and accuracy in a 
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selection task (in both PD and control cohorts), and any further study should attempt to account for its 

influence. It must also be acknowledged that the small sample size included in the present work places 

considerable limitation upon the generalisation of findings, and indeed Paul et al. (2017) have demonstrated 

that small sample sizes are detrimental to the reproducibility of ROI analysis in task-based fMRI. However, it 

can be noted that significant changes in activation were detected in the striatum in both ROI and whole-brain 

analyses, lending some support to their validity.  

In conclusion, the results of the present study suggest that in older adults, the capacity to select a 

contextually appropriate linguistic unit under conditions of increased contextual constraint is subserved by a 

number of frontal and subcortical regions related to cognitive control. These primarily include the left dlPFC 

and bilateral vlPFC, and the left striatum. Furthermore, in the early stages of PD the behavioural efficiency of 

this linguistic process appears to be maintained, despite underlying decreases in frontostriatal activity. While 

this behavioural performance does not appear to be facilitated by up-regulation of activity in task-relevant 

regions, it may be hypothesised that increased functional connectivity between critical structures, or an over-

medication effect in frontal networks act to compensate for disease-driven loss of signalling along cortico-

subcortical pathways.  
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